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DOMESTIC INDICES

Close Points % Change

SENSEX 39728 -1066 -2.61

NIFTY 11680 -291 -2.43

MIDCAP 14469 -257 -1.75

SMALL CAP 14644 -216 -1.45

SECTORAL INDICES

Close Points % Change

CD 24034 -154 -0.64

METAL 7913 -63 -0.79

POWER 1592 -15 -0.94

OIL & GAS 11755 -135 -1.14

AUTO 17937 -230 -1.26

Healthcare 19653 -343 -1.72

CG 13505 -291 -2.11

REALTY 1653 -39 -2.33

IT 21717 -596 -2.67

TECK 9828 -278 -2.75

Finance 5297 -156 -2.86

BANKEX 26170 -895 -3.31

BSE 200 GAINERS/LOSERS

GAINERS % LOSERS % 

PETRONET 3.76 MINDTREE -8.11

GSPL 2.93 BANDHANBNK -5.30

JSWENERGY 2.82 SRTRANSFIN -5.15

OFSS 1.59 CHOLAFIN -5.05

THERMAX 1.38 IDEA -4.88

ADVANCE/DECLINES

BSE %

ADVANCES 816 29

DECLINES 1823 65

UNCHANGED 151 5

INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITY

Rs Cr 15/10/20 14/10/20 Oct Total

FII -604 822 2394 (prov.)

MF -808 -1276 -3319 (prov.)

Markets could open mildly higher following largely positive
Asian markets and despite mildly negative US markets on
Thursday.…

Indian markets could open mildly higher following largely positive
Asian markets today and despite mildly negative US markets on
Thursday.

U.S. stocks finished well off session lows but ended with losses for
a third day on Thursday, as rising coronavirus cases, especially in
Europe, resulted in new restrictions on businesses and travel.
Investor sentiment also took a hit following a rise in weekly U.S.
jobless claims and a lack of progress in Congress on another fiscal
stimulus bill which is now unlikely until after the November
elections.

The Philadelphia Federal Reserve’s factory index jumped to 32.3
in October well above consensus forecast of 13.5. The index hit
15 in September. Separately, the Empire State manufacturing
index fell to 10.5 in October from 17 in the prior month. In
economic reports, U.S. weekly jobless claims data climbed
53,000 to 898,000, representing the highest level since Aug. 22.
Continuing claims fell to roughly 10 million, from 11.2 million in
the prior week. Much of that decrease came not from workers
being hired, but from claimants reaching the end of their state’s
unemployment programs.

After contracting for six straight months, India’s exports rose 6%
to $27.58 billion in September. The country's imports declined
19.6% to $30.31 billion in September. The trade deficit in
September was $2.72 billion, compared to $11.67 billion in the
year-ago month. Gold imports declined by nearly 53% to $601.43
million in September.

Stocks across Asia-Pacific were subdued in early trade on Friday,
with dampened sentiment on the coronavirus front.

Indian benchmark indices fell sharply on Oct 15 after a 10 day
upmove. At close the Nifty was down 290.60 points or 2.43% at
11680.40 and the Sensex fell 1,066.33 points or 2.61% at
39728.41. The fall on Thursday reversed the gains of the previous
6 days. Bank Nifty led the fall falling 3.36% to close at 23072.

The Nifty after so many attempts has failed to go above the
January high of 12431. A large bear candle at the top could result
in more weakness if Nifty does not stop falling in the next 1-2
days. On falls the Nifty could take support in the 11522-11605
band.
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GLOBAL INDICES

EXCHANGE RATES

Value % Change

USD/INR 73.4 0.20

EURO/USD 1.170 -0.02

USD/GBP 1.289 -0.19

USD/JPY 105.3 -0.17

COMMODITIES

Value %

Gold ($ / Oz) 1911.2 0.12

Silver ($ / Oz) 24.4 0.66

Crude Oil Futures 40.7 -0.73

Brent Oil ($ / Barrel) 42.8 -0.76

BOND YIELD

Value % Chg bps

IND10 Yr Bond Yield 5.89 -3

ADR

Value $ %

Dr Reddys Labs 68.3 -2.13

HDFC Bank 55.4 -1.79

ICICI Bank 10.9 -2.34

Tata Motors 8.8 -1.23

Wipro 5.03 -1.57

Vedanta Ltd 5.11 -2.29

INFOSYS 15.26 -6.72

Close Points % Chg

DOW JONES 28494 -19.80 -0.07

S & P 500 3483 -5.33 -0.15

NASDAQ 11714 -54.86 -0.47

FTSE 5833 -102.54 -1.73

CAC 4837 -104.24 -2.11

DAX 12704 -324.31 -2.49

NIKKEI 225 23522 14.27 0.06

SANGHAI COMP. 3334 2.01 0.06

HANG SENG 24332 173.46 0.72

BOVESPA 99054 -280.37 -0.28

Centre offers truce, to borrow revenue shortfall of Rs 1.1 lakh
crore as loans to states
In a complete change of stance, the Centre would now be
borrowing the estimated revenue shortfall of Rs 1.1 lakh crore
(assuming all states join) in appropriate tranches under a special
window and the amount borrowed would be passed on to the
states as a loan in lieu of Goods and Services Tax (GST)
compensation cess releases.

The Centre said that this would avoid differential rates of interest
that individual states may be charged for their respective state
development loans (SDLs) and would be an administratively
easier arrangement.

Govt bans import of air conditioners with refrigerants
The government on October 15 banned imports of air
conditioners with refrigerants with a view to promote domestic
manufacturing and cut imports of non essential items. "Import
policy of air conditioners with refrigerants is amended from free
to prohibited," directorate general of foreign trade said in a
notification. The government is taking steps to promote domestic
manufacturing and reduce import bill of non-essential goods.

Apparel exporters' turnover to dip 25 pc in FY21, domestic
retailers to see 40 pc revenue fall: Icra
Indian apparel exporters are likely to see a decline of 20-25 per
cent in their turnover in 2020-21, while those focused on
domestic market are expected to witness a 30-40 per cent
decline in revenue due to the COVID-19 pandemic, rating agency
Icra said. Indian apparel players are banking on the upcoming
festive season to recover meaningfully from their all-time low
sales, Icra said in a report.

Persistent to acquire US-based Capiot Software for $6.34 million
Persistent Systems will acquire Capiot Software and its
subsidiaries in India, Australia and Singapore, the Pune-based IT
services provider. Persistent will pay $5.45 million for the Palo
Alto, California-based Capiot’s India operations and $0.89 million
for its US business. The deal is expected to close in two to four
weeks. Capiot, founded in 2014, specializes in enterprise
integration with expertise in MuleSoft, Red Hat and TIBCO. It also
delivers enterprise modernization, with advanced proficiency in
key partner platforms, frameworks and industry data models.
During the financial year 2019-20, Capiot had consolidated
revenues of $6.28 million.

Reliance Digital's retail business clocks growth of 30-40% in Aug,
Sept
Reliance Digital has grown business by 30-40% in August and
September compared to a year ago, indicating the continuing
demand revival in smartphones, televisions and refrigerators on a
month-on-month basis.
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US watchdog probes Jockey partner Page Industries after human rights abuse claims
A top apparel industry watchdog has launched an investigation into underwear maker Jockey International's Indian
partner Page Industries Ltd following allegations of human rights abuses at one of its factories. Page has denied
wrongdoing and called allegations of verbal abuse and workplace intimidation against employees "outrageous".

AstraZeneca Pharma India to launch cancer drug
Drug firm AstraZeneca Pharma India on Thursday said it would launch its Acalabrutinib 100 mg capsules, used for
treatment of various types of blood cancers, under the brand name 'Calquence' in the country on October 21. The
capsules are indicated for treatment of patients with mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) who have received at least one prior
therapy and for treatment of patients with chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) and small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL).

Religare Approaches Exchanges For Declassifying Singh Brothers As Promoters
Religare Enterprises Ltd. has approached exchanges BSE and NSE for removal of Singh brothers, who stepped down
following allegations of siphoning off funds, as promoters and shift them to public shareholders category.

Following the exit of Shivinder Mohan Singh and Malvinder Mohan Singh, the new management under executive
chairperson Rashmi Saluja had moved the market regulator Securities and Exchange Board of India to remove Singh
brothers and declassify them as REL promoters in 2018.

However, the decision got delayed after changes in norms by SEBI wherein stock exchanges were authorised to take a
call on declassification of promoters with shareholding up to 10%.

Future Enterprises Defaults on Bond Payments
The company was unable to service interest payments that were due Monday amounting to 151.4 million rupees ($2.1
million) on two of its local-currency notes, Future Enterprises said in an exchange filing late Tuesday. The company had
also missed paying obligations due last month, and another group firm sought to defer debt obligations.

AstraZeneca Pharma announced the launch of Acalabrutinib in India
AstraZeneca Pharma India said that it would launch its Acalabrutinib 100 mg capsules, used for treatment of various
types of blood cancers, under the brand name 'Calquence' in India on October 21.

The capsules are indicated for treatment of patients with mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) who have received at least one
prior therapy and for treatment of patients with chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) and small lymphocytic lymphoma
(SLL).

Natco Pharma eyes launch of 8-10 new drugs in India yearly
Natco Pharma aims to launch around 10 new products every year in the Indian market. "Our strategy remains intact as
we invest prudently in our research, manufacturing plants and enriching of skill sets. We are on track on our goal to
launch 8-10 new products every year across our pharma business segments in India."

During the last year, Natco spent Rs 349 crore on capital expenditure, a majority of which was used to enhance
capabilities of their manufacturing facilities.

With diversification and sustainability in mind, the company has invested in the Crop Health Sciences division targeting
niche products.

Mindtree Ltd Q2FY21 results key takeaway
Mindtree reported above than expected numbers in Q2FY21, consolidated net profit grew by 19.1 per cent QoQ, 87.9
per cent YoY to Rs 253.7 crore supported by lower other expenses and depreciation expenses. In US dollar terms, the
company reported a net profit of US$34.3 million, 21.5 per cent on QoQ basis and growth of 79.2 per cent on a YoY
basis.

Consolidated revenue grew by 0.9 per cent QoQ and 0.6 per cent YoY to Rs 1,926 crore. Revenue in dollar terms grew by
3.1 per cent QoQ and 3.7 per cent YoY to US$261 million.

Mindtree added eight new clients in Q2FY21 and total active clients stood at 283 as on September 30, 2020. It added
one more client of $10 million client category, taking it to 24 such clients in total.
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Company’s revenue contribution from its biggest market North America declined. It constituted 77.4 per cent of the
total revenue compared with 79 per cent in the June quarter. The revenue share from Asia-Pacific, also declined.
However, the share of Continental Europe, UK and Ireland inched up.

The revenue contribution from communications, media & technology segment dropped to 49.8 per cent of the total
revenue from 51 per cent in Q1FY21, while revenue contribution from BFSI, retail CPG and manufacturing, and travel
and hospitality segments edged higher.

Company has 21,827 employees as on Sept 30, 2020, down from 21,955 as on June 30, 2020. Its trailing 12-month
attrition stood at 13.8 per cent. Company also declared an interim dividend of Rs 7.5 per share (Face Value of Rs 10/
share).

Cyient Ltd Q2FY21 results key takeaway
Cyient’s Q2FY21 numbers were ahead of expectations, Company reported 3.1 per cent growth QoQ, and 14.8 per cent
YoY decline in its consolidated net profit to Rs 83.9 crore in Q2FY21, supported by higher operating income driven by
higher volume and efficiency.

Cyient’s Consolidated revenue grew by 1.2 per cent and 13.4 per cent de growth to Rs 991.7 crore in Q2FY21.In US$
term, consolidated revenue stood at US$135.0 Mn, growth of 3.4 per cent QoQ (1.3 per cent in CC) and de-growth of
17.8 per cent YoY. Services revenue grew by 1.7 per cent QoQ and de grew by 18.7 per cent YoY to US$ 114.1Mn and
DLM revenue grew by 13.3 per cent QoQ and degrew by 12.3 per cent YoY to US$20.9 Mn.

Consolidated EBIT margin stood at 11.0 per cent, up by 586 bps QoQ. EBIT margin for services came at 12.2 per cent, up
542 bps QoQ and EBIT margin for DLM was at 4.7 per cent, up 926 bps QoQ (-4.6 per cent in Q1FY21).

Cyient's headcount stood at 12,267, as on September 30, 2020, with voluntary attrition at 9.2 per cent on LTM basis.

Order intake in Q2FY21 stood at $127.3 Mn, increased by 9% QoQ. Cyient’s outlook for H2FY21 is positive and expects
growth based on the outlook and pipeline across most sectors. Company also expects a double digit decline in revenue
and margins will be similar to FY20 margins.

Vimta Labs Q2 FY21 result update
Company reported 38.5% yoy rise in revenues at Rs 58.8cr. PAT for the quarter surged to Rs 7.4cr as compared to Rs
0.9cr on better operational performance.

HCL Technologies Ltd (HCL Tech) Q2FY21 result preview
HCL Tech Ltd is likely to report 1.9 per cent QoQ net profit growth to Rs 2,979 crore and 3.2 per cent growth in revenue
to Rs 18,418 crore in Q2FY21. In US$ term, revenue could grow by 5.2 per cent on QoQ basis to US$ 2,479 mn. EBIT
margins could inch up by 50 bps QoQ to 21.0 per cent. The management commentary on deal pipeline and IT spends,
IMS’ performance, Renewals in Mode-3, and US elections impact would be key monitorables and also we expect upside
revision to FY21E guidance.

Important news/developments to influence markets

 India’s Exports grew for the first time in seven months at 5.99 per cent in September, boosted by items such as
pharmaceuticals and engineering goods. The outbound shipments stood at $27.58 billion in September against
$26.02 billion in the year-ago month. On the other hand, imports declined 19.6 per cent at $30.31 billion in the
month, against $37.69 billion in the year-ago period.

 China's new bank loans grew more than expected in September fuelled by a jump in corporate loans.

 China's consumer price index (CPI), a key gauge of retail inflation, rose by 1.7 percent from a year earlier in
September, contracting by 0.7 percentage points from August, due to moderating prices of vegetables and pork.

 China's producer price index (PPI), which measures costs for goods at factory gate, edged down to 2.1 percent in
annual terms for the eight straight month in September. The decline slightly widened from a 2-percent dip in August.
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 Japan’s tertiary activity rose for the third straight month in August The tertiary activity index rose 0.8 percent month-
on-month in August, following a 0.1 percent increase in July.

 The number of Americans filing new applications for unemployment benefits rose last week to the highest level since
late August, with fresh layoffs adding to other signs the economic recovery is losing steam as the coronavirus
pandemic continues. Claims increased to 898,000 last week, holding well above the pre-pandemic high point of
695,000.

 US commercial crude oil inventories dropped -3.8m barrels in the week ending October 9. At 489.1m barrels,
inventories are around 11% above the five year average for this time of year.
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Daily View on Nifty

Nifty Daily Timeframe Nifty Weekly Timeframe

Technical Observations:
After showing a smart upside recovery from the lows on Wednesday, Nifty witnessed heavy sell off on Thursday and 
closed the day sharply lower by 290 points. A long bear candle was formed, after opening into a new swing high of 
12025 and Nifty closed near the lows. This pattern indicate a formation of yet another crucial bearish engulfing 
pattern at the swing highs, that has engulfed the high low range of the last five sessions.

Formation of this bearish engulfing, after a sustained upside rally of the last two weeks could signal a sharp reversal 
in the market. Hence, one may expect some more weakness in the short term. The overall market breadth has 
turned into a sharp negative on Thursday and broader market indices like mid and small cap segments have ended 
the day with a loss of 1.70% and 1.72% respectively.

Nifty on the weekly chart indicate a profit booking from the highs, post sharp upside bounce. The significant uptrend 
line support (as per the concept of change in polarity) is nearing for Nifty around 11600 levels. 

Previously, in the early part of Sept, Nifty has failed to sustain above this trend line resistance, after breaking above 
it in the previous week and mid Sept attempt to regain that trend line area has also failed. Hence, one may expect 
Nifty to challenge lower 11600-11550 levels in the near term and a decisive move below this area could open more 
weakness ahead. 

Conclusion: The sharp decline of Thursday and the formation of another crucial bearish engulfing pattern at the 
swing high of 12025 could be a signal of an end of recent upside rally. The overall chart pattern could indicate more 
weakness for coming sessions. Next important supports to be watched around 11600-11550.

Nifty LTP 2-Day  View Reversal level 7-Day View Reversal level

11680 Bearish Move above 11850 Buy on dips till 11500 Move below 11450

Target-11550 Target-11900
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DATA & EVENTS

OPEN SHORT-TERM TRADING CALLS

NOTE: ALL TRADING RECOMMENDATIONS GIVEN BY TEAM ARE ON REAL TIME BASIS. A TRADING RECOMMENDATION
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED CLOSED OR SQUARED OFF AS AND WHEN A STOPLOSS OR TARGET IS TOUCHED IN INTRADAY
TRADING. DO NOT WAIT FOR TARGET ACHIEVED OR STOPLOSS MESSAGE TO CLOSE THE POSITIONS. REFER JAMMOON
FOR TIMELY ENTRY AND EXIT FROM RECOMMENDATIONS.

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL TARGET
UPSIDE 

%
VALID TILL

1 15-OCT-20 SELL BANK NIFTY OCT FUT 23349-23550 23036.25 23650 22900 1 20-OCT-20

2 15-OCT-20 SELL NIFTY OCT FUT 11709-11780 11675 11830 11590 1 22-OCT-20

3 15-OCT-20 SELL HAVELLS OCT FUT 697.5-705 683.6 708 677 1 20-OCT-20

4 15-OCT-20 SELL SUN PHARMA OCT FUT 491.85 491.7 500.65 482 2 16-OCT-20

5 13-OCT-20 BUY DABUR INDIA 521.70-506 517 498 550 6 27-OCT-20

OPEN CASH POSITIONAL CALLS

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL 
TARGET 

1 
TARGET 

2
UPSIDE % VALID TILL

1 30-JUL-20 BUY
GLENMARK 
PHARMA*

445.9 472.5 415.0 483.0 530.0 12 28-OCT-20

2 4-AUG-20 BUY ABBOTT INDIA* 16009.0 15970.0 14800.0 17290.0 18890.0 18 2-NOV-20

3 28-SEP-20 BUY PNC INFRA 158.6 164.2 142.0 178.0 200.0 22 27-DEC-20

4 29-SEP-20 BUY CCL PRODUCTS 271.2 246.0 244.0 304.0 340.0 38 28-DEC-20

5 7-OCT-20 BUY
JOHSON HITACHI 

CONTROL
2316.8 2200.0 2110.0 2605.0 2780.0 26 5-JAN-21

6 7-OCT-20 BUY ITD Cem 52.0 49.5 47.6 58.0 65.0 31 5-JAN-21

7 13-OCT-20 BUY VINATI ORGANICS 1263.0 1252.0 1190.0 1342.0 1418.0 13 11-JAN-21
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DATA & EVENTS

OPEN POSITIONAL DERIVATIVE CALLS

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL TARGET 1 TARGET 2 UPSIDE %
VALID 
TILL

1 8-OCT-20 BUY SRF OCT FUT* 4223.0 4339.0 4150.0 4400.0 4490.0 3
TILL 29TH 
OCT 2020

2 13-OCT-20 BUY
DR REDDYS LAB OCT 

FUT
5240.8 5067.9 4940.0 5555.0 5740.0 13

TILL 29TH 
OCT 2020

3 14-OCT-20 SELL
APOLLO TYRE OCT 

FUT
129.1 124.8 138.0 118.0 - 5

TILL 29TH 
OCT 2020

4 15-OCT-20 BUY HINDALCO NOV FUT 177.6 173.4 171.0 187.0 199.0 8
TILL 26TH 
NOV 2020

OPEN E-MARGIN POSITIONAL CALLS

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL TARGET 1 TARGET 2 UPSIDE %
VALID 
TILL

1 10-AUG-20 BUY
INDIAN ENERGY 

EXCHANGE*
192.8 193.3 175.0 212.0 235.0 22 10-NOV-20

2 6-OCT-20 BUY ALEMBIC PHARMA 980.0 948.1 884.0 1100.0 1250.0 32 6-JAN-21

*= 1st Target Achieved
**= 2nd Target Achieved

OPEN POSITIONAL PAIR TRADE

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL TARGET 1 TARGET 2 UPSIDE %
VALID 
TILL

1 12-OCT-20

BUY SAIL OCT FUT 34.4 32.7 32.6 36.9 - 13
TILL 29TH 
OCT 2020

SELL TATA STEEL OCT FUT 374.4 372.4 392.4 350.0 - 6
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QUARTERLY RESULTS ANNOUNCED

COMPANY Q2FY21 YoY (%) QoQ (%) Remarks

Sales 
(Rs Cr)

NP 
(Rs Cr)

Sales NP Sales NP

Cyient 1003 84 -13 -15 1 3
Above

Estimates

Mindtree 1926 254 1 88 1 19
Above 

Estimates

PL: Profit to Loss, LP: Loss to Profit, LL: Loss to Loss
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Disclaimer:
This report has been prepared by HDFC Securities Ltd and is meant for sole use by the recipient and not for circulation. The
information and opinions contained herein have been compiled or arrived at, based upon information obtained in good faith from
sources believed to be reliable. Such information has not been independently verified and no guaranty, representation of warranty,
express or implied, is made as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All such information and opinions are subject to change
without notice. This document is for information purposes only. Descriptions of any company or companies or their securities
mentioned herein are not intended to be complete and this document is not, and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation of
an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments.
This report is not directed to, or intended for display, downloading, printing, reproducing or for distribution to or use by, any person
or entity who is a citizen or resident or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication,
reproduction, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or what would subject HSL or its affiliates to any registration or
licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
If this report is inadvertently send or has reached any individual in such country, especially, USA, the same may be ignored and
brought to the attention of the sender. This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published for any purposes without
prior written approval of HSL.
Foreign currencies denominated securities, wherever mentioned, are subject to exchange rate fluctuations, which could have an
adverse effect on their value or price, or the income derived from them. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, the values of
which are influenced by foreign currencies effectively assume currency risk.
It should not be considered to be taken as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security. HSL may from time to time solicit from,
or perform broking, or other services for, any company mentioned in this mail and/or its attachments.
HSL and its affiliated company(ies), their directors and employees may; (a) from time to time, have a long or short position in, and buy
or sell the securities of the company(ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and
earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company(ies) discussed herein or
act as an advisor or lender/borrower to such company(ies) or may have any other potential conflict of interests with respect to any
recommendation and other related information and opinions.
HSL, its directors, analysts or employees do not take any responsibility, financial or otherwise, of the losses or the damages sustained
due to the investments made or any action taken on basis of this report, including but not restricted to, fluctuation in the prices of
shares and bonds, changes in the currency rates, diminution in the NAVs, reduction in the dividend or income, etc.
HSL and other group companies, its directors, associates, employees may have various positions in any of the stocks, securities and
financial instruments dealt in the report, or may make sell or purchase or other deals in these securities from time to time or may deal
in other securities of the companies / organizations described in this report.

HSL or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been
mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months.
HSL or its associates might have received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the report during the period preceding
twelve months from t date of this report for services in respect of managing or co-managing public offerings, corporate finance,
investment banking or merchant banking, brokerage services or other advisory service in a merger or specific transaction in the
normal course of business.
HSL or its analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits from the companies mentioned in the report or third party in
connection with preparation of the research report. Accordingly, neither HSL nor Research Analysts have any material conflict of
interest at the time of publication of this report. Compensation of our Research Analysts is not based on any specific merchant
banking, investment banking or brokerage service transactions. HSL may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and
reach different conclusion from the information presented in this report.
Research entity has not been engaged in market making activity for the subject company. Research analyst has not served as an
officer, director or employee of the subject company. We have not received any compensation/benefits from the subject company or
third party in connection with the Research Report.
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